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Abstract:
Pharmaceutical marketing is the fastest growing sector of advertising industry, leading to 
excessive consumption of over-the-counter drugs. If we look back to the nineteenth century we 
will see that advertisements accompanied pharmaceutical industry from the start. Drugs were 
advertised by pharmaceutical companies, yet advertising was mainly the domain of those man-
ufacturing “miraculous remedies” and promising full recovery. Information on medicines was 
found on calendars, playing cards, colouring books, games, posters and toys. There appeared 
extensive literature, chiefly in the form of leaflets, booklets and brochures of various kinds, 
thanks to which the patient could learn how a medicine worked, what diseases it acted against, 
and most importantly, where it could be bought.
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Today in Poland pharmaceutical marketing is 
the fastest growing sector of advertising indus-
try, leading to excessive consumption of over-the-
counter drugs. Can we say that medicinal drug 
advertising, so common today, is a brand new 
phenomenon? If we look back to the nineteenth 
century we will see that advertisements accom-
panied pharmaceutical industry from the start. 
Drugs were advertised by pharmaceutical com-
panies, yet advertising was mainly the domain of 
those manufacturing “miraculous remedies” and 
promising full recovery.

Developing from the mid-1800s, pharmaceu-
tical industry started mass production of medi-
cines and inspired entrepreneurs who saw this 
sector of economy as a business opportunity for 
their future. They introduced to the market a 
wide assortment of pharmaceutical preparations 
whose effectiveness would be supported with 
pseudoscientific theories, usually having no ra-
tional basis. Advertising, governed by no restric-
tions, was the driving force for these systems (also 
referred to as “specifics”) and for the medicinal 
business. While promoting their products, mer-
chants selling quack medicines used any imag-
inable methods. Information about drugs could 
be seen on calendars, playing cards, colouring 
books, block puzzles, board games, posters and 
toys. Songs and theatre plays were written about 
them. Medicine adverts influenced the num-
ber of effectively sold brochures, books as well 
as papers; the latter in many cases were in fact 

financed by such advertisements. For instance in 
the USA, where sales of patent medicines reached 
a very high level, in the 1880s there were 5,000 
remedies on the market. Manufacturers’ annual 
earnings from sales totalled at 22 million dollars, 
and the amount designated for advertising was 
up to 10 million dollars (1). Consequently, pub-
lishers would not be willing to criticize pushy ad-
vertising methods or hazardous medicinal agents 
contained in the advertised products. Printed 
materials were published in large quantities, in 
the late nineteenth century reaching the level 
between ten and twenty million copies [2]. Most 
frequently these were various flyers, leaflets and 
brochures.

Foreign companies promoting their reme-
dies in Poland published brochures in Polish. 
Examples of these include: Pierwsza pomoc! 
Doradca nad używaniem doświadczonych przez ce-
sarskie ustanowienie uwolnionych lekarstw promot-
ing drugs manufactured by A. Wasmuth & Co. 
Drogenhandel as well as the leaflet entitled Co 
słychać nowego w świecie promoting preparations 
from H. Warner Company (former manufacturer 
of strongboxes) based in Rochester.

Both companies offered a complete assort-
ment of remedies satisfying any person with 
health problems. Patients’ Companion says: “In 
this manual each and every suffering person 
will find truly miraculous remedies which have 
already saved thousands of patients from their 
dangerous diseases”. These were for instance 
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Fig. 1. Title-page from brochure promoting drugs manufactu-
red by A. Wasmuth & Co

Fig. 2. Page from brochure promoting drugs manufactu-
red by A. Wasmuth & Co
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Fig. 3. Title-page from brochure promoting drugs manufactu-
red by H. Warner Company
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remedies prepared following recipes left by the 
Prior of the Dominican Community in Barcena 
from 1347: St. Dominic Liniment, St. Dominic 
Bitters, St. Dominic ointment, St. Dominic patch, 
Dorta Carpathian tea, Chest balm, Painkilling 
drops, Blood purifying pills, Cough julep drink, 
Fever relief, Anti-worm agent, Warsaw oint-
ment, Anti-callus ointment, Corn healing liquid, 
Reliable and effective treatment of tapeworm, 
Dr. Bruin’s feminine blood regulator, and many 
more. The company’s catalogue also contained 
a variety of cosmetics, tools for body care, and 
even contraceptives. Such brochures contained 
several pages and presented catalogues of com-
panies manufacturing remedies, and were fre-
quently added as supplements to newspapers. 
In addition to brief descriptions of therapeutic 
effects of the remedies, the brochures contained 
letters from a few grateful patients, pictures 

representing packaging of the drugs, trade-
marks, and doctors’ opinions about the extraor-
dinary therapeutic properties of the remedies on 
offer from the company.

In the nineteenth century advertisements in 
printed media had more elaborate graphic form 
designed to attract readers’ attention. Newspaper 
adverts usually occupied the so-called fourth 
page, and promoted a variety of products, yet 
generally half of these focused on medicines. 
Adverts took different forms. Most often they 
contained a short announcement with the name 
of the drug, illnesses cured by it, name of the 
manufacturer and places where it could be 
bought. Some adverts had special headings, e.g. 
“Something like this has never been available 
before!”, “New remedy!”, “Message to doctors!”; 
some took a form of letter addressed to parents 
or open letter reporting extraordinary effects of 

Fig. 4. Page from brochure promoting drugs manufactured by H. Warner Company
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Fig. 5. Advertisement of the Pserhoffer pills (Kalendarz Krakowski, 1889)
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the drug. Equally frequent were letters from pa-
tients grateful for effective treatment. In a few 
consecutive issues of “Gazeta Narodowa” from 
1864, the heading “New evidence for benefi-
cial effects of pectoral syrup of G.W.A Majer in 
Wrocław” was followed with opinions expressed 
by patients taking the remedy. There was no in-
formation about drug composition, unless a new 
healing plant was one of the ingredients. Besides 
such short communications, some adverts were in 
a form of long “scientific papers” discussing the 
mechanism of therapeutic effect of the drug, ex-
plaining theories related to the origins of diseas-
es, and describing the treatment procedure. This 
approach is well exemplified by advertisements 
of products manufactured by J. Pserhofer, an 
apothecary from Vienna who used this method to 
promote his “blood purifying pills”(3). His four-
page advertisements were included in the 1880s 
for instance in “Kalendarz Krakowski” published 
by Józef Czech.

Manufacturers of remedies in their adverts 
often made reference to well-known doctors. 

One of the highly publicized cases in those times 
was that of Ryszard Brandt who manufactured 
Swiss Pills, popular throughout Europe. In his 
announcements he would mention people highly 
respected in the field of medicine, saying: “Tested 
by Professors and Doctors”, and listing names 
of many renowned professionals, supposedly 
endorsing the remedy and its effectiveness. In 
fact, for a fee, some doctors would write opinions 
about remedies. During a meeting in Stuttgart 
representatives of printed media decided to ini-
tiate “a black book” and record any doctors, who 
specialized in writing advertising articles (4). 
Another way to get the “support” of medical com-
munity involved placing adverts of secret rem-
edies in specialist medical magazines. It would 
seem that promotion of secret medicines among 
doctors was a mistargeted advertising policy. 
Yet, those placing announcements for instance in 
“Gazeta Lekarska” would later take advantage of 
this fact in the so-called “heralded adverts”. An 
advertisement of a fraudulent remedy, placed in a 
daily paper, would bear a “signature” of “Gazeta 

Fig. 6. Advertisement of the Reformer Monks’ pills (Pharmacy Museum, Jagiellonian University)
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Lekarska” and that, for readers, was a guarantee 
for its therapeutic effectiveness (5).

Advertising publications could also take a 
form of voluminous books with detailed descrip-
tions, “based on scientific evidence”, explaining 
the treatment method based on the advertised 
remedy. Manufacturers of remedies and inven-
tors of new treatments would also start their own 
publications, quite profitable for them. As a rule, 
first of all such publication would introduce the 
advertiser to the reader. A portrait of the drug 
or treatment inventor would be accompanied 
with information about numerous titles, medals 
and prizes awarded to him. For instance Adolf 
Richter, author of “Natural treatment method” 
was a Knight of Portuguese Convent of Christ 
and Tunisian Nischan Order, awarded with the 

Knight’s Cross of the Republic of San Marino, 
member of Academic Societies of Paris (Academia 
Nationale), who provided supplies to the courts 
of the king and emperor of Austria, and kings of 
Bavaria, Italy and Portugal, etc. (6). Other illus-
trations would also depict a factory building or 
modern chemical equipment of such factory.

At the start the book usually described the cir-
cumstances in which the author came up with the 
idea for the cure or new miracle treatment. The 
circumstances in almost all cases were identical. 
Abandoned by doctors and severely ill, the author 
himself developed a formula which helped him 
to recover, as a result of which he decided to use 
his knowledge to save the rest of humanity from 
suffering. This was followed with a very long and 
convincing presentation of the theory of diseases 

Fig. 7. Advertisement of the St. James drops (Pharmacy Museum, Jagiellonian University)
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and then with recommendations explaining how 
to apply the remedy or treatment in specific cases. 
Big part of the book comprised letters to the au-
thor from doctors and patients grateful for help.

Manufacturers’ packaging materials, compa-
ny letterheads and labels often presented awards 
acquired by the product, such as various crosses 
of merit, gold medals, diplomas from internation-
al expositions in various European cities. Quite 
often these were fictitious expositions, held an-
nually or only “on paper”, or during second-rate 
fairs, where, for a fee one could persuade the 
organizers to grant a “diploma”, “grand prix” or 
“gold medal”. The highly publicized International 
General Exhibition in Paris held in 1903, where 
some apothecaries from Warsaw and Łódź also 

received awards, according to a participant “was 
organized by some labour syndicates in a part of 
the city which is avoided by civilized people. This 
was an exhibition, a kind of bazaar, and it was 
not attended by any major industrialist: in other 
words everyone in Paris thought it was humbug 
and it failed to be noticed; even though its open-
ing was announced by posters, no visitors came 
to see it” (7). The phenomenon of bogus exhibi-
tions and awards business grew in size; some cas-
es in fact ended up in courts of law.

Manufacturers of remedies would lure cus-
tomers with various lotteries and prizes. One 
magazine published the following announcement 
related to a secret bacilli killer: “In view of the risk 
of cholera, we have good news: it was found that 

Fig. 8. Advertisement of the products from Piotr Krokiewicz pharmacy (Kalendarz Krakowski, 1889)
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Anti-bacilline from Mr. Meltzer, the apothecary, 
effectively destroys not only bacilli of cholera, but 
also those of tuberculosis, diphtheria, typhus, 
chickenpox, scarlet fever, measles, etc.; therefore 
safe protection against these diseases has been 
achieved, which was ascertained by C. Bischoff, 
a sworn chemist from Berlin. To make this legally 
confirmed protection from cholera known to the 
public, herein a puzzle is announced for prizes.... 
… There are eight prizes: 1. gold men’s watch, 2. 
gold women’s watch, 3. silver men’s watch, 4. sil-
ver women’s watch, 5. nickel men’s watch 6. nick-
el women’s watch, 7. silver brooch, 8. aluminium 
wallet. Please, with each answer, attach 1.50 M. 
for one flask of Anti-bacilline. Persons who do not 
answer the puzzle correctly will, for a fee, get a 
flask of Anti-bacilline, or – at request, rum, arrack 
or cognac” (8).

In order to encourage patients’ faith in the 
remedy, advertisements frequently made refer-
ence to old monastic formulas and miracle rem-
edies were given appropriate names.

So in chemist’s shops one could find St. 
Francis blood purifying pills, Mariacelskie bit-
ters, Elixir of the Reverent Benedictine Monks, St. 
Dominic Liniment, etc. Manufacturers frequent-
ly used an image of Virgin Mary as a trademark. 
Hence, Virgin Mary stood guard to the authentic-
ity of such remedies as Mariacelskie drops, Pain 
Expellera from Adolf Richter’s plant and cures 
manufactured by Piotr Krokiewicz, an apothe-
cary from Cracow.

Advertising tricks designed to improve sales 
of “preparations” included names given by man-
ufacturers to their products. Some of these, by 
design, sounded strange, magical or mysterious, 
others on the contrary applied familiar and pop-
ular concepts. As an example an iron preparation 
of “an unspecified” doctor Koch was recommend-
ed by taking advantage of the well-known name 
of Robert Koch (1843-1910).

The aggressive, ever-present and largely dem-
agogic advertising resulted in the fact that peo-
ple, lured with the promise of inevitable recov-
ery, often did not follow doctor’s advice, instead 
opting for self-medication based on recommen-
dations from adverts. Very often advertisements 
promoted cures for diseases for which medicine 
at the time did not have effective remedies, such 
as tuberculosis, neurasthenia and various secret 
illnesses which patients reported unwillingly, 
and to avoid doctors they would, by themselves, 
look for the right cure (9).

The community of pharmacists displayed 
varied attitudes to advertising. Some apothe-
caries were fierce opponents, while others used 
advertising to promote the assortment of for-
eign medicines on offer in their shops as well as 
their own preparations. A review of “Kalendarz 
Krakowski” published by Józef Czech shows that 
out of a dozen or so chemist’s shops existing in 
Cracow in the 1880s, five had their adverts in 
the calendar. The greatest uproar was aroused 
by adverts published by Piotr Krokiewicz who 
owned Under the Golden Lion Chemist’s Shop. 
Promotion of his remedies in the streets of 
Cracow, with the use of posters “calculated for a 
nice penny, 1 metre long and 6 decimetres wide”, 
printed in German, was met with strong criti-
cism published by “Czasopismo Towarzystwa 
Aptekarskiego” (10). The posters advertised a 
few remedies produced by Krokiewicz, such 
as Chylol, Loreto herbs, Leonardo’s drops, and 
“the crowning achievement of these frauds” – 
Lorenion, i.e. miracle ointment to cure any old 
wounds, boils, and sores; finally there was a 
cure for any ailments including syphilis called 
Chinasarsaparillan.

Similar controversies were aroused by med-
ical advertisements in the community of apoth-
ecaries in Warsaw. It was pointed out that the 
forms used by apothecaries in adverts were in-
appropriate. Adverts were criticized for such 
phrases as: “remedies prepared with pedantic...”, 
“under personal supervision”, they “value peo-
ple’s health more than anything else”, and they 
“personally bring the finest merchandise to their 
shop”. These advertising slogans are simply con-
fidence tricks aimed at naive customers, because 
that which the apothecaries were boasting about 
in the adverts was really part of their duties (11).

Towards the end of the 1800s official measures 
were initiated to impose restrictions for fraud-
ulent advertising. In many European countries 
national authorities issued relevant legal acts. 
Within Austro-Hungarian Empire a Circular 
Letter issued by the Governing Authorities in 
1890 emphasized the importance of drug adver-
tising in compliance with professional ethics of 
doctors and chemists. Advertising of medicines 
was allowed only if the description specified 
their direct, specific effects, e.g. purgative, di-
aphoretic, diuretic, etc. It was forbidden to in-
clude advice related to treatment of ailments as 
well as “fraudulent praising in order to lure buy-
ers”. Political authorities, with the aid of police 
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supervision over printed media, were to identify 
brochures, books, prints and announcements in 
which advertisements of pharmaceuticals were 
not designed to inform patients about the actual 
properties of the relevant remedy but were aimed 
at increasing profit from sales of such product by 
its manufacturer. Ministry of Justice imposed an 
obligation on prosecutor’s offices to investigate 
any cases of dubious or prohibited distribution of 
prints violating the regulation and carrying ad-
vertisements of supposedly healing products (12).

Similar laws were in force in the part of 
Poland under Russian authority. In accordance 
with Medical Act of 1886 (§ 309 ) any announce-
ments related to sales of medicines, printed in 
papers and on separate advertising materials 
were to be accepted for printing after they were 
reviewed and approved by relevant governing 
medical authorities. Communications of the 
General Board of Printed Media and Medical 
Department, published in 1868-1888 as a result of 
decisions issued by the Medical Council, includ-
ed regulations pertaining to medical advertise-
ments. Despite these legal restrictions, newspa-
pers contained large numbers of announcements 
related to remedies illegally brought from abroad 
to Russia where their sales were prohibited. Such 
adverts, as it was commented: “evoked the de-
sire in the public to buy such forbidden remedies 
and this way forced apothecaries and material-
ists to import these in secret”. In printed media 
one could also encounter adverts of medicinal 
products approved for import into the Empire, 
but these largely contained traits of charlatan-
ism, since they were spiced up with numerous, 
undeserved praises, lists of diseases which could 
be successfully treated with these remedies, and 
supplemented with various evidence of their ef-
fectiveness. To finally clarify all matters related 
to advertisement of medicines, Communications 
of the Medical Department were issued in 1890 
and clearly defined the rules for publishing 
medical advertisements. Manufacturers of med-
icines and entities involved in trade of medicines 
were required to place the original advertis-
ing announcement for a medicinal product in 
the governmental journal “Prawitjelstwiennyi 
Wiestnik”, in a form approved by the relevant au-
thorities. Such announcements could then be re-
printed, in the same form, in other publications. 
The advertising entity was required to send the 
relevant issue of “Prawitjelstwiennyi Wiestnik” 
or provide its reference number to editorial office 

of the paper, or to the printing shop or litho-
graphic studio. The local medical board was re-
sponsible for the censorship of announcements 
and for verifying whether the adverts published 
locally were in compliance with the original ver-
sion and whether their form did not differ from 
the approved original announcement (13).

Resumo
Farmacia varbado estas la plej rapide kreskanta par-

to de la varbindustrio, gvidanta al troa konsumado de 
senpriskribe aĉeteblaj kuraciloj. Rerigardante al la 19-a 
jarcento ni rimarkas, ke varbananoncoj akompanis far-
macian industrion ekde la komenco. Farmaciaj firmaoj 
varbis por kuraciloj, sed varbado ĉefe estis la kampo de 
tiuj, kiuj produktis “miraklajn kuracilojn” kaj promesis 
kompletan kuracon. Informoj pri medikamentoj troviĝis 
sur kalendaroj, ludkartoj, libroj por elpentri, tabulludoj, 
afiŝoj kaj ludiloj. Aperis vasta literaturo, ĉefe en la for-
mo de faldfolioj, libretoj kaj broŝuroj de diversaj specoj, 
helpe de kiuj malsanulo povis eklerni, kiel la kuracilo 
efikis, kontraŭ kiuj malsanoj ĝi helpis, kaj, plej grave, kie 
ĝi estis aĉetebla.
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